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ti-shelled hollow resin
nanospheres with ultralow thermal conductivity†

Ruilin Yuan,a Chun Wang,a Long Chen,a Han Cheng,a Wentuan Bi,a

Wensheng Yan, b Yi Xie a and Changzheng Wu *a

Hollow nanostructures exhibit enclosed or semi-enclosed spaces inside and the consequent features of

restricting molecular motion, which is crucial for intrinsic physicochemical properties. Herein, we

developed a new configuration of hollow nanostructures with more than three layers of shells and

simultaneously integrated mesopores on every shell. The novel interior configuration expresses the

characteristics of periodic interfaces and abundant mesopores. Benefiting from the suppression of gas

molecule convection by boundary scattering, the thermal conductivity of mesoporous multi-shelled

hollow resin nanospheres reaches 0.013 W m�1 K�1 at 298 K. The designed interior mesostructural

configuration of hollow nanostructures provides an ideal platform to clarify the influence of

nanostructure design on intrinsic physicochemical properties and propels the development of hollow

nanostructures.
Introduction

Hollow nanostructures arouse extensive research interest
because of their attractive physicochemical properties such as
low mass density, tunable chemistries, and conned space,
which make them competitive candidates in diverse applica-
tions.1,2 To meet the specic needs of different application
scenarios, the precise design of the conguration of hollow
nanostructures has been extensively required.3,4 Hollow nano-
structures with different interior structures have been devel-
oped, such as single- or multi-shelled hollow nanostructures of
spheres,5–8 tubes,9,10 cubes,11,12 and their hierarchical nano-
structures.13,14 Among them, mesoporous multi-shelled hollow
nanospheres exhibit the unique characteristics of periodic
interfaces and abundant mesopores, providing ideal platforms
to modulate properties sensitive to molecular motion that is
essential for mass transportation.

To obtain mesoporous multi-shelled interior congurations
of hollow nanospheres, repetitive synthesis programs or
multiple hierarchical templates are usually utilized as effective
strategies, which have been implemented in serial material
systems such as oxides,6,8 alloys,15 and activated carbons.7,16,17

For example, repeated cycles of programmed reaction temper-
ature or sequential templating approaches have been employed
to achieve a number of multi-shelled hollow metal oxides or
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metal hydroxides, such as VOOH,5 Nb2O5,6 ZnFe2O4,8 etc.On the
other hand, mesoporous multi-shelled hollow nanostructures
of polymers,16,17 carbon7 or silica18,19 are generated, by utilizing
surfactant templates with organic cosolvent or dual template
systems with different sizes. Despite tremendous efforts to
achieve mesoporous multi-shelled hollow nanostructures,
concise and facile strategies are urgently expected to reduce the
complexity of synthesis and regulation.

Herein, we report a new conguration of hollow nano-
spheres with more than three layers of mesoporous shells,
featuring abundant pores and periodic interfaces. An in situ
polymerization strategy is developed to construct multi-shelled
nanostructures by a single type of so template, without addi-
tional additives and repetitive programs. And mesopores are
simultaneously introduced during the pyrolysis removal
process of the so template, simplifying the complex synthesis.
The abundant mesopores and periodic interfaces of meso-
porous multi-shelled hollow resin nanospheres increase the
probability of molecule-boundary scattering and thus limit gas
molecular motion. As expected, mesoporous multi-shelled
hollow resin nanospheres contribute to ultralow thermal
conductivity, which is sensitive to gas molecular motion.
Results and discussion
Synthesis mechanism

In this work, an in situ polymerization strategy was utilized to
immobilize the multi-shelled morphology of so template P-
123 vesicles. Beneting from the alkaline medium for
melamine/phenol-formaldehyde resin (MPF) synthesis, the
hydrophilic EO moieties in P-123 went through deprotonation,
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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thus reducing its hydrophilicity. Therefore, the polar head
surface area of P-123 decreased, which led to an increase in the
packing parameter and the aggregate morphology of P-123
changed to multi-shelled vesicles.1,20,21 As demonstrated in
Fig. 1a, resin monomers are in situ polymerized in the hydro-
philic region of P-123 vesicles, immobilizing the multi-shelled
conguration. With the assistance of the so template, multi-
shelled resin nanospheres with P-123 were successfully
synthesized via an in situ polymerization strategy.

Abundant mesopores and hollow conguration were derived
from the removal of the template. The mesoporous structure
derived from the gas products escaping from the pyrolysis
process of P-123, as gas molecules pass through and slightly
etch the resin shells.22 The process was analyzed by in situ
thermogravimetry-Fourier transform infrared measurement in
detail. The thermogravimetry (TG) curve (Fig. S1†) indicated two
stages of mass loss. From room temperature to 573 K, the
weight loss of MPF nanospheres with P-123 was about 5%. And
the Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra of evolved
Fig. 1 Synthesis of MsH-MPF-H2 multi-shelled hollow nanospheres.
nanospheres through a template-environment collaboration strategy. (b)
pyrolysis. (c) FT-IR spectra for gaseous products at different temperatur

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
gaseous products (Fig. 1b and c) showed that bands corre-
sponding to C]O and CHO rstly appeared at 440 K,23 which
were derived from the escape of incomplete polymerized
formaldehyde from MPF. From 573 K to 723 K, MPF with P-123
experienced severe weight loss. This stage was roughly divided
into two phases according to FT-IR spectra. Firstly, from 573 K
to 673 K, only the spectral bands of alcohols and ethers
appeared, which were generated by the decomposition of P-
123.24,25 Aer the phase of P-123 decomposition, double peaks
near 2280 cm�1 appeared at 673 K, which indicated that part of
the MPF skeleton began to decompose into CO2.26 The FT-IR
spectrum at 695 K (Fig. 1c) showed that both CO2 and alco-
hols were present in the gas products. The TG curves of P-123
and MPF (Fig. S2†) revealed that the temperature correspond-
ing to the maximum decomposition rate of P-123 and MPF
nanospheres occurred at 657 K and 710 K respectively, indi-
cating that P-123 decomposes before MPF. In our case, MPF
with P-123 was pyrolyzed under H2-rich argon (denoted as MsH-
MPF-H2) and H2O-rich argon (denoted as MsH-MPF-H2O) to
(a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis program of MsH-MPF-H2

Contour diagram of FT-IR spectra for gaseous products of MPF during
es respectively.
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obtain mesoporous multi-shelled hollow resin nanospheres,
respectively.
Porosity analysis

The multi-shelled conguration was demonstrated by electron
microscopy technologies and small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS). The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of
MsH-MPF-H2 with different magnications (Fig. 2a and S3†)
manifested the multi-shelled hollow nanostructures, similar to
that of MsH-MPF-H2O. The typical four-layer shells and three-
layer shells of both MsH-MPF-H2 and MsH-MPF-H2O are
graphically illustrated in Fig. S3.† The corresponding scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images with different magnica-
tions (Fig. S4†) showed that both MsH-MPF-H2 and MsH-MPF-
H2O nanospheres had an average particle size of �70 nm and
displayed mesopores on the rough surface. To conrm the
effect of P-123 on the design of the interior structure, mesofree-
MPF was synthesized without P-123 as the so template. As
expected, the TEM image of mesofree-MPF exhibited nano-
spheres without interior conguration (Fig. S5†). The electron
microscopy analyses veried the mesoporous multi-shelled
conguration of both MsH-MPF-H2 and MsH-MPF-H2O.
Besides, the periodic interfaces due to multiple shells were
conrmed by SAXS as shown in Fig. S6.† The SAXS patterns of
both MsH-MPF-H2 and MsH-MPF-H2O exhibited two broad
peaks, corresponding to the periodic uctuation of internal
electron density caused by unique periodic interfaces. The
above analyses revealed the multi-shelled structure of the
material and its accompanying periodic interface from several
characterization techniques.

Furthermore, the mesopores and hollow interior nano-
structure were investigated by nitrogen sorption analyses and
Fig. 2 Morphology and porosity characterization. (a) TEM image for
MsH-MPF-H2 nanospheres with a scale bar of 500 nm. (b) N2

absorption–desorption isotherm of MsH-MPF-H2 nanospheres and
inset shows the corresponding pore size distribution curve. dV/dD,
differential pore volume distribution; V, pore volume; D, pore diam-
eter. (c) Dark-field image for MsH-MPF-H2 nanospheres with a scale
bar of 20 nm. (d) Energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) line–scan
profile of MsH-MPF-H2 nanospheres as shown in (c).
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energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) line scanning. Firstly, the
nitrogen sorption isotherm of MsH-MPF-H2 showed a typical
type-H1 isotherm and the corresponding cumulative pore
volume was 0.78 cm3 g�1, demonstrating abundant mesopores
in MsH-MPF-H2. According to the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda
(BJH) method, MsH-MPF-H2 nanospheres contained mesopores
centered at 4.2 nm and 3.5 nm (Fig. 2b), which were derived
from the presence of mesopores on resin shells. A broad peak at
50 nm was also observed, indicating multi-shelled hollow
nanospheres. MsH-MPF-H2O exhibited similar N2 sorption
isotherms to MsH-MPF-H2 and a pore volume of 0.71 cm3 g�1

(Fig. S7 and S8†), revealing similar porosity of the two samples.
The consistent pore structure of MsH-MPF nanospheres derived
from different pyrolysis atmospheres, which was benecial to
clarifying the effect of atomic structures. Meanwhile for
mesofree-MPF, there was almost no mesopore in mesofree-
MPF, and the cumulative pore volume of mesofree-MPF was
0.15 cm3 g�1. The absence of a pore structure in mesofree-MPF
suggests that P-123 is responsible for the interior structure of
MsH-MPF-H2 and MsH-MPF-H2O. Moreover, the pore structure
of MsH-MPF-H2 was checked by performing element line
scanning (Fig. 2c and d). The distribution of nitrogen element
for MsH-MPF-H2 uctuated obviously with the change of the
position. Two depressions with a width of 5 nm and 3.9 nm,
respectively, represented the typical mesoporous structure of
MsH-MPF-H2. The uctuations of carbon element were not
obvious, because the distribution of carbon element was
affected by the process of collecting the mapping of elements.
The above analyses had demonstrated the nanostructure of
MsH-MPF-H2 from different perspectives, indicating the
simultaneous integration of multiple mesoporous shells and
hollow characteristics.
Atomic structure analysis

The atomic conguration of MsH-MPF-H2 was claried by using
X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES) analysis and
FT-IR spectra, indicating a weak hydrogen bond of MsH-MPF-
H2. As shown in C K-edge XANES spectra (Fig. 3a), two typical
spectroscopic features of p*OH-substituted benzene (287.2 eV) and
s*C–OH (289.2 eV) represented possible species to form
hydrogen bonds.27,28 MsH-MPF-H2 exhibited a weak peak at
287.2 eV, attributed to OH-substituted benzene. In particular,
the absence of the peak at 289.2 eV in MsH-MPF-H2 indicated
that there was no alcoholic hydroxyl coordination. The XANES
results conrmed that the content of hydroxyl, a possible
hydrogen-bonding species, was lower in MsH-MPF-H2

compared with MsH-MPF-H2O. The XANES results revealed that
the hydroxyl branches in MsH-MPF-H2 were controlled via H2-
rich argon assistance. Moreover, the FT-IR spectra showed that
the hydrogen bond strength of MSH-MPF-H2 was relatively weak
than that of MsH-MPF-H2O. As shown in Fig. 3b, the bands at
1571 cm�1 corresponding to the vibration of the benzene ring29

were almost coincident for both MsH-MPF-H2 and MsH-MPF-
H2O, indicating that the carbon skeleton structure barely
changed with different pyrolysis atmospheres. Therefore this
band was set as the benchmark for further analysis. The broad
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Atomic structure analysis. (a) Carbon and (c) nitrogen K-edge
X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES) of MsH-MPF-H2

and MsH-MPF-H2O nanospheres, respectively. (b) FT-IR spectra of
MsH-MPF-H2 and MsH-MPF-H2O nanospheres, respectively. (d)
Concentrations of N species in MsH-MPF-H2 and MsH-MPF-H2O
according to the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectrum.

Fig. 4 Thermal performance. (a) Thermal conductivity of MsH-MPF-
H2 nanospheres by LFA measurement and thermal conductivity of
silica aerogel from the literature.35 (b) Thermal conductivity of MsH-
MPF-H2, MsH-MPF-H2O and mesofree-MPF at 298 K from LFA
measurement. (c) Thermal conductivity comparison between MsH-
MPF-H2 nanospheres and typical thermal insulating polymer materials
in the literature.36–42 (d) Schematic illustration for suppression of
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band observed at around 3400 cm�1 was linked to –OH
stretching, and the intensity signicantly decreased in MsH-
MPF-H2, indicating the broken hydrogen bond with the assis-
tance of H2-rich argon.30,31 Overall, MsH-MPF-H2 nanospheres
exhibited the characteristics of poor hydrogen bond.

To assess the effect of H2O on MsH-MPF-H2O, X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopic (XPS) analysis of carbon element for
MsH-MPF-H2O at different temperatures was performed. As
shown in Fig. S9,† the high-resolution spectrum of C 1s is
divided to three main peaks corresponding to C–C, C]N, and
C–O/N species and a minor peak for C]O at temperatures
including 298 K, 373 K and 423 K.32 The C 1s spectra of the MsH-
MPF-H2O sample did not show signicant changes at all
temperatures tested. Meanwhile, the relative surface concen-
trations of different carbon species remained consistent at all
temperatures tested, illustrating that the robust atomic struc-
ture of MSH-MPF-H2O was not affected by adsorbed water.

To evaluate the chemical composition and valence states of
MsH-MPF-H2 and MsH-MPF-H2O, their nitrogen K-edge XANES
spectra have been recorded. As shown in Fig. 3c, the nitrogen K-
edge of both MsH-MPF-H2 and MsH-MPF-H2O presents similar
four obvious resonances, due to p* transition of the N atoms of
triazine (peak a) and the pyramidal three-coordinated N atoms
adjacent to the sp2 C atoms of triazine (peaks b and c), and s*

transition of the C–N bond (peak d).33 The above results can be
further demonstrated by the XPS spectra of N element. As
shown in Fig. S10,† the high-resolution spectrum of N 1s of both
MsH-MPF-H2 and MsH-MPF-H2O exhibits two main peaks cor-
responding to pyramidal three-coordinated N and C–N]C (N
atoms of triazine).34 The relative surface concentrations of N
species in MsH-MPF-H2 and MsH-MPF-H2O were consistent
(Fig. 3d). The above analysis indicated that the bonding states of
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
nitrogen element in MsH-MPF-H2 and MsH-MPF-H2O were
basically the same.
Thermal performance

MsH-MPF-H2 nanospheres with abundant mesopores and
periodic interfaces provide the feasibility to achieve the
minimum limit of thermal conductivity. Laser ash apparatus
(LFA) measurement was performed to determine the tempera-
ture dependent thermal conductivity of MsH-MPF-H2 nano-
spheres (Fig. 4a). MsH-MPF-H2 realized an ultralow thermal
conductivity of 0.013 W m�1 K�1 at 298 K. Intriguingly, the
thermal conductivity of MsH-MPF-H2 remained relatively stable
as temperature rises, which was different from the monoto-
nously increasing thermal conductivity of silica aerogel,
a typical thermal insulator.35 Even at 473 K, thermal transport in
MsH-MPF-H2 kept suppressed, and the thermal conductivity
was maintained at 0.013 Wm�1 K�1. MsH-MPF-H2 nanospheres
achieved ultralow thermal conductivity, indicating its superi-
ority in thermal insulation. To intuitively clarify the impact of
the mesoporous multi-shelled hollow nanostructure and weak
hydrogen bond on ultralow thermal conductivity, the thermal
properties of different samples were assessed. As shown in
Fig. 4b, the thermal conductivity of mesofree-MPF was 1.8 times
that of MsH-MPF-H2 at 298 K and remained higher than that of
MsH-MPF-H2 from 298 K to 473 K (Fig. S11†). Meanwhile MsH-
MPF-H2O exhibited slightly higher thermal conductivity than
MsH-MPF-H2. These results revealed that the mesoporous
multi-shelled hollow nanostructure played a vital role in
inhibiting heat convection, while a poor H-bond further
restricted heat conduction and the complementary strategy
drove the thermal conductivity of MsH-MPF to the minimum
limit.
thermal transport in MsH-MPF-H2.

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 12180–12186 | 12183
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Benetting from the ingenious mesoporous multi-shelled
hollow nanostructure, MsH-MPF-H2 exhibited ultralow
thermal conductivity. To compare the thermal insulation
performance of MsH-MPF-H2 with different kinds of typical
thermal insulating material, thermal conductivity was selected
as an indicator. As shown in Fig. 4c, the thermal conductivity of
phenolic resin-based materials ranged from 0.02 W m�1 K�1 to
0.08 W m�1 K�1.36–39 Meanwhile for materials based on other
polymers such as polyimide, the thermal conductivity ranged
from 0.02 W m�1 K�1 to 0.05 W m�1 K�1.40–42 In general, few
materials could achieve thermal conductivity below 0.02 Wm�1

K�1. Nevertheless, due to the mesoporous multi-shelled hollow
nanostructure and broken hydrogen bonds, MsH-MPF-H2

nanospheres exhibited lower than 0.02 W m�1 K�1 thermal
conductivity from 298 to 473 K, which was rarely observed in
other insulating materials. MsH-MPF-H2 nanospheres per-
formed better than other thermal insulating materials in a wide
temperature range, indicating the importance of precise design
of mesoporous multi-shelled hollow nanostructures.

The ultralow thermal conductivity of MsH-MPF-H2 nano-
spheres was attributed to the gas-boundary scattering caused by
abundant mesopores and periodic interfaces. As shown in
Fig. 4d, the thickness of hollow layers is much less than the
molecular mean free path of air (about 70 nm), and thus the
boundary scattering of gas molecules becomes signicant,
effectively suppressing heat convection.43–45 The broken
hydrogen bond leads to further thermal conductivity reduction,
since the transport of phonons is disturbed.46,47 Beneting from
the precise interior nanoscale design, the thermal conductivity
of MsH-MPF-H2 nanospheres is propelled to the minimum
boundary accordingly.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we demonstrated a mesoporous multi-shelled
hollow nanostructure by an in situ polymerization strategy,
achieving ultralow thermal conductivity. The elaborate interior
nanostructure of the adiabatic monomer is realized through the
immobilization of the multi-shelled vesicle structure of the so
template by in situ polymerization. Beneting from abundant
mesopores and periodic interfaces, heat convection is signi-
cantly suppressed. Consequently, the thermal conductivity of
MsH-MPF-H2 reaches down to 0.013 W m�1 K�1 at 298 K and
shows unusual stability from 298 K to 473 K. We anticipate that
the in situ polymerization strategy provides a new approach for
the construction of a hollow nanostructure with mesoporous
multiple shells and contribute to producing functionalized
nanomaterials for potential applications.

Experimental
Synthesis of MsH-MPF-H2 and MsH-MPF-H2O nanospheres

In a typical synthesis, 2.4 g melamine, 560 mL phenol, and
15 mL NaOH aqueous solution (0.1 mol L�1) were mixed and
heated to 50 �C. Then 3.8mL formaldehyde was added, followed
by heating at 70 �C for 30 min until the solution became
transparent. 15 mL P-123 solution (0.064 g mL�1) was added to
12184 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 12180–12186
the transparent solution, and the mixture was stirred at 66 �C
for 2 h. Subsequently, 50 mL deionized water was poured into
the solution under stirring at 70 �C for 10 hours. Then, the
4.5 mL solution synthesized above was dispersed in 27.5 mL
deionized water, and the mixed solution was transferred into
a Teon-lined autoclave and heated at 120 �C for 24 h. The
precursor was centrifuged and washed with deionized water,
followed by freeze-drying. To obtain MsH-MPF-H2, the
precursor was pyrolysis in a tubular furnace under 5% H2 with
a 95% argon atmosphere in 320 �C for 1 hour with a heating rate
of 1 �C min�1. MsH-MPF-H2O was obtained under an H2O-rich
argon atmosphere via the same temperature program as MsH-
MPF-H2.

Synthesis of mesofree-MPF nanospheres

Mesofree-MPF was synthesized similarly to MsH-MPF-H2.
Briey, P-123 solution was replaced with 15 mL of distilled
water. Aer the same process, 32 mL obtained solution was
transferred into a Teon-lined autoclave without attenuation
and heated at 120 �C for 24 h. The precursor that had been
cleaned and dried was pyrolysed via the same atmosphere and
temperature as MsH-MPF-H2.

Measurements of thermal conductivity at different
temperatures

The thermal conductivity (k) of all samples was investigated
with a diameter of 8 mm in ambient air at 298–473 K. The k was
calculated by using the equation

k ¼ arCP

where a is the measured thermal conductivity, r is the calcu-
lated density, and CP is the measured specic heat capacity.

Characterization

The pyrolysis process was analyzed by a combination of a ther-
mogravimeter (PerkinElmer, Pyris 1) and Fourier transform
infrared spectrometer (PerkinElmer, Frontier). Fourier trans-
form infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy was carried out on a Nicolet
8700 FT-IR. C and N K-edge sXAS spectra were recorded at the
beamline MCD of National Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory
(NSRL, Hefei) in the total electron yield (TEY) mode by collect-
ing the sample drain current under a vacuum better than 10�7

Pa. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) characterization was
performed on an ESCALAB MK II with the excitation source of
Mg Ka ¼ 1253.6 eV. The transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) images were obtained by using a H-7700 (Hitachi, Japan)
operated at an acceleration voltage of 100 kV. The scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) image was taken on a HITACHI
SU8220 SEM. Small-angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) measure-
ments were carried out by using an Anton Paar SAXSpoint 2.0
using an X-ray source with a Cu target. The nitrogen sorption
isotherms were recorded using a Micromeritics ASAP 2000
system at 77 K (l ¼ 1.5412 Å). High resolution TEM (HRTEM)
images and corresponding energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS) mapping analyses were performed on a JEM-2100F eld-
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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emission electron microscope operated at an acceleration
voltage of 200 kV. The thermal conductivity of different samples
was analyzed by using a Laser Flash Apparatus (LFA467,
Netzsch, Germany).
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